
 

Myths, Misconceptions 

Commonly Seen and Forwarded in the Peony World 

1)  Peonies don’t need ants for any reason - FACT.  The ants which commonly are found on peonies are outdoor 

species, gather sugary secretions from the flower buds, and have no interest in coming into your house. 

2) Peonies do not need much water in the soil to flourish - FACT.  They only require damp soils in spring and fall 

during their active growth periods.  Drier soils are best after flowering (summer).   

3) The number of eyes on a division are an indication of the number of stems a peony will produce – MYTH.  

Typically, 3 to 5 eye divisions will produce 1 to 3 stems in the first year.  Eyes which do not grow remain dormant 

as backups.   Divisions with large numbers of eyes often do not grow many stems since their root systems 

cannot support bud initiation. 

4) Large divisions, large roots and clumps are generally not the best starting material - FACT.  All peony plantings 

must grow new roots which are adapted to native soil and older roots are simply storage vessels and are 

generally inactive.   Very large and old roots and clumps often prevent peonies from producing new root 

systems (they tend to rely on reserves from stored energy in old roots and then the old roots rot).  Conversely, 

old crowns will easily produce new roots, since they have no storage reserves – new root growth is promoted. 

5) Smaller divisions with limited root systems will grow new roots vigorously and will produce better plants than 

larger divisions after 3 years - FACT. 

6) Don’t fertilize unless there is an obvious need to do so – FACT.  Overfertilization may cause disease issues. 

7) Manure and compost is not recommended in planting holes as it often holds water and promotes 

fungal/bacterial infections - FACT.  Most peonies in nature grow on mineral soils which lack decaying plant 

material near them. 

8) When transplanting and dividing peonies, let plants dry to produce rubbery roots – MYTH or bad practice.  This 

is a repeated myth.  Some propagators like rubbery roots since they do not snap off as easily, but the water loss 

is detrimental to the plants and they must rehydrate which weakens the plant.  Why weaken your plant during 

division? 

9) Plant peonies in places which will remain on the dry side throughout the year - FACT.   Plant peonies away from 

down spouts, lawn sprinklers and low areas.   

10) Peonies are best grown in the ground and not in pots - FACT.  Their root systems are massive and pots are not a 

long-term growing option for numerous reasons. 

11) Do not use commercial potting soils based on peat, plants will remain too wet and soil is acidic – FACT.  Most 

potting mixes are based on peat for use with annual bedding plants.  Peat holds water and is acidic.  Use of 

these materials often causes new plantings to rot. 

12) Peonies are easily grown and neglect is often a better growing solution than high care - FACT. 

13) Water Peonies around their foliage drip line (soil) and not on the foliage - FACT.  Only water during extreme 

drought conditions.  We have never watered our peonies even in drought years and they do quite well. 

14) Own root woody peonies are better than grafted plants – MYTH.  Grafted woody peonies will produce their own 

root systems if planted correctly (deeply) and become equally as nice as their own root versions.    

15) Own root divisions of woody peonies are not as cold resistant and root in warmer soils, making them challenge 

to establish in cold fall soils, but those grafted to herbaceous nurse roots will grow roots in cold soils, which is 

helpful for northern gardeners – FACT. 

16) Grafted woody peonies will grow herbaceous peonies from their roots – Dependent MYTH.  This is dependent 

on the propagator’s selection of nurse root material.  Inexpensive grafts and those produced from certain 

propagators may have this issue.  Careful propagators will only use nurse roots from plants which are not 

adventitious.   

 

 



 

  

17) Cutting stems on woody peonies for grafting or shaping will remove the next year’s flower buds – MYTH.  

Woody peonies produce numerous secondary buds which will become terminal flower buds if those above them 

are removed prior to the next growing season. 

18) Cutting Suffruticosa and Rockii group peonies to the ground will kill plants – MYTH.  If planted deeply, plants will 

initiate new buds from below the ground, however they may not bloom the following spring. 

19) Cutting Lutea Hybrid Group peonies to the ground will kill them or prevent bloom – MYTH.  If planted deeply, 

plants will initiate new buds from below the ground and new stems often produce flowers! 

20) Spring frosts may kill flower buds at an early stage (Intersectionals especially) – FACT.  Frosts often kill the 

interior of buds leaving a green husk or very small remnant which can be seen throughout the summer.  Many 

people wonder why their peonies are not blooming and then begin fertilizing and watering, which will have no 

positive impact on the plants (it may be detrimental).  Intersectionals are especially susceptible to spring frosts. 

21) The “Million Dollar Hole” may be a detriment to a new peony planting - FACT.   Digging a hole and filling it with 

non-native soil may actually cause a “Bird Bath” effect – the hole and its added components will likely hold 

water, like a bird bath.   Peony root system become massive and far reaching, creating a planting hole filled with 

non-native components will not accommodate future root growth and probably cause plants to stay within their 

small and artificially created environs – if they survive it.  Solution:  Dig holes deeply and widely and backfill 

them with native soil, water and then pack soil to match surrounding soil.  Create a small mound over the 

planting so water is shed from the crown area of the planting. 

22)  Mulch may cause underlying soils to remain wet, even if the surface appears dry – FACT.  Avoid the use of 

mulch close to peony plantings as it can cause crown, root and stem loss due to disease. 

23) Woody peonies are difficult to grow – MYTH.   This myth likely has four origins.  a) Chinese suffruticosas were 

the first and most common woody peony available to consumers and they are not well adapted to our 

continental climate.  b)  Improper planting depth (too shallow) is the other major issue.  Woody peonies must be 

planted deeply so that root systems may develop completely.  c) Inferior material and cultivars are often offered 

for sale. d)  Many woody peonies are offered for sale in the spring, which is the wrong time to plant them. 

24) Large woody peonies are the desired planting material – MYTH.  Large woody peonies should be avoided as 

planting material.  Large plants do not establish quickly and younger plants often out-grow them. 

25) When transplanting or planting woody peonies, most of the stems should be removed – FACT.  Disturbed root 

systems of new plantings cannot support stem structure.  Plants with most of the stem length removed will 

produce new shoots from below the ground which matches the root systems ability to support them. 

26) Woody peonies do best in light shade – MYTH.  They can be grown in light shade and flowers do last longer in 

these conditions.  However, plants will grow more vigorously and produce more flowers in full sun. 

27) Peonies are ugly when not in bloom – Dependent MYTH.  Numerous peonies are useful as landscape plants 

when out of bloom.  These plants will remain green with upright stem structures throughout the growing 

season.  Others may not be good candidates for the landscape:  stems which bend, foliage becomes diseased 

and foliage goes dormant early in the year.   Intersectionals and woody peonies are often very good selections 

for landscape use since their stems and foliage remain in good condition throughout the growing season. 

28) All peonies are created equal - MYTH.  Some are easily cultivated, others not.   Some are consistent each year 

and others inconsistent.  Proper selection of cultivars for landscape purposes makes all the difference. 

 

For reliable and proven information seek reliable sources.  The American Peony Society is the most respected and 

reliable source for information.   Website:  https://americanpeonysociety.org/.   Become a member and support all 

things peonies, plus learn about this unique and outstanding plant.  Avoid information shared on Social Media due 

to misinformation. 

https://americanpeonysociety.org/

